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Oceania Internet News for 05/04/18:
Australian start-up Fleet Space aims to enable IoT globally
Tasmanian telco complaints skyrocket, new report reveals
Tasmania short of techies and tradies, federal figures show
iTWire - Nokia and TeamTalk team up for 'critical and resilient communications in New Zealand'
New Zealand has enough of being left off the map
Blockchain in travel: which journey are you on?
Your Industry News | Nokia signs agreement for critical communications in New Zealand
New Zealand government proposes online shopping "Amazon tax"
Only 10 percent of jobs will be lost to AI - report
Submarine cable deals signed for Kiribati and Nauru
New Zealand examining AI ethical framework and action plan
New Zealand unprepared for AI
Facebook downvote button expanded to New Zealand and Australia
Kordia Solutions handed $9.6M to jam mobile services in local prisons
Red Cross launches esports initiative in Australia to combat loneliness
World-first inquiry into online news, Facebook and Google
Online voting is impossible to secure. So why are some governments using it?
5G: How Ready Is Australia For The Next Generation - Which-50
Telstra says outage affecting 4G and NBN customers across Australia has been resolved
Pawsey gets $70 million to replace ageing supercomputers
Speed tests reveal Hobart has Australia's fastest internet
Australia could have over 10M 5G connections by 2022 - ARN
IBM Australia revenue drops $400 million - Services - CRN Australia
Microsoft fielded 1,637 customer data requests from Aussie law enforcers last year
Acquisition boosts Equinix’s Australian data centre portfolio to 15
Phone and internet service issues hit 10 million Aussies
Google-backed Sydney to Japan cable construction commences
This is a drill: Australia's cyber 'war' against a country a bit like Russia
Cable to PNG and Solomons described as transformative
Telco ombudsman records 204 per cent growth in NBN-related complaints
Cisco and SAS team up on Sydney-based IoT research centre
In the Works: May events bring focus to Asian/Pacific cultures, resources
Cloudflare announces 1.1.1.1 DNS service which aims to speed up your internet and protect privacy
More Pacific youth encouraged into tech
NEP Australia and Telstra Deliver World’s First Trans-Pacific Remote Production
Students increasingly accessing restricted material online
Victoria University of Wellington takes cybersecurity message to Samoa
Hawaiki cable lands in American Samoa
Perth customers hit by massive iiNet outage
After-hours GP, online appointments: The plan to ease pressure on regional hospitals
Vic government puts $17.6 million towards cyber security strategy
Vic government to spend $124 million on digital patient records
Melbourne consultancy wins $1.7M Victorian Heart Hospital IT deal
eCorner takes over liquidated tech retailer’s online selling platform
Nokia and TeamTalk partner on connected emergency services vehicles
Cloudflare Launches 1.1.1.1 DNS Service to Boost Internet Privacy
China’s Pacific investment push lands in Solomon Islands
Australia Pressures Solomon Islands To Drop Huawei Equipment
Turnbull confirms Solomon Islands subsea cable will go live at the end of 2019
Triple-0 outages affecting NSW, Victoria and Western Australia after cable cut
Australia set to create nation’s first space agency
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